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from 8,54 EUR
Item no.: 382266

shipping weight: 0.30 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
The best shots will be yoursWith the Maclean MC-825 headset with head mount, you can not only film and photograph statically, but also dynamically in motion - while
skateboarding, skiing, quad biking, motorcycling, etc.Feel the freedomThe head mount frees up our hands. This means we no longer have to hold the phone / smartphone / camera
in our hands. All we have to do is attach it to the holder, mount it on a helmet or directly on our head and we're ready to go.Unlimited possibilitiesThe kit has infinitely adjustable
mounting elements so that we can not only record what's in front of us, but also turn the phone infinitely up, down and sideways to film and photograph the surrounding frame.
Specification- Brand: Maclean- Model: MC-825- Colour: Black- Supported phone width: 55-88mmThe set includes- Headband with GoPro mount (head mount) model Maclean
MC-825- Adapter from GoPro system to 1/4' thread- Mounting screw- Universal mobile phone holder from 55 to 88 mm width- Original packaging- Proof of purchase- The phone
shown in the photos is not a set, but is for illustration purposes onlyFeatures- Easy to use, works with virtually any smartphone model, can be used with a bag or waterproof case-
The elasticated straps are fully adjustable and adapt to any head size, even with a helmet- The elasticated strap ensures a secure hold for your smartphone so that your device
stays safely in place- The surface of the straps also has a special anti-slip coating- Universal mobile phone holder for mobile phone widths from 55 to 88 mm- Adapter from GoPro
system to 1/4' thread - allows you to attach almost all sports camerasComplete setAdapter from GoPro system to 1/4' thread - allows you to attach almost all sports cameras and
cameras with a 1/4' thread, all sports cameras and cameras with a standard 1/4' thread (tripod) to the mounting elements of the GoPro system.Mounting screw - is made of
high-quality metal and plastic, making it very durable and precisely adapted to the mounting system. It enables secure and robust attachment of the adapter with 1/4' thread to the
head mount.Phone mount - a great idea for all owners of modern mobile phones and smartphones. Attaching the phone to the tripod ensures image stabilisation so that you can
take photos and videos of the highest quality even in difficult conditions.
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